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Summary 
With the increasing reliance of computing systems in our 
everyday life, there is always a constant need to improve the 
ways users can interact with such systems in a more natural, 
effective, and convenient way. In the initial computing revolution, 
the interaction between the humans and machines have been 
limited. The machines were not necessarily meant to be 
intelligent. This begged for the need to develop systems that 
could automatically identify and interpret our actions. Automatic 
gesture recognition is one of the popular methods users can 
control systems with their gestures. This includes various kinds 
of tracking including the whole body, hands, head, face, etc. We 
also touch upon a different line of work including Brain-
Computer Interface (BCI), Electromyography (EMG) as potential 
additions to the gesture recognition regime. In this work, we 
present an overview of several applications of automated gesture 
recognition systems and a brief look at the popular methods 
employed.  
Key words: Human-Machine Interaction, Gesture Recognition 
Systems, Hand Tracking, Activity Recognition, Brain Computer 
Interface (BCI) 

1. Introduction 

We live in the age of information and data. In the last 
century or so, there has been rapid technological 
advancements especially in the field of computing systems. 
The early systems used connecting wires, punch cards, 
paper tapes, etc as input mediums and display lights, 
teletypes, paper, etc as output mediums. Although these 
may seem inconvenient to us in the present day, they were 
indeed the state-of-the-art technologies back in the days. 
Over the years, more convenient mediums of interaction 
were developed like the keyboard, mouse, monitors, etc. 
These are the most popular form of devices we use to 
interact with the machines and computers. However, there 
is always scope for improving the ways in which we 
communicate and interact with devices. Human Machine 
Interaction (HMI) / Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
systems are pivotal in shaping the interaction between 
users and machines. They form the mediatory link that 
tries to understand what the user needs and what the 
system does [3]. Interaction can happen through several 
different input and output mediums, notably (i) visual 

medium (ii) auditory medium (iii) movement and (iv) 
haptic medium [3]. The holy grail of human-machine 
interaction would be achieved when machines can 
understand us emotionally, anticipate our needs, and our 
intentions and support us in carrying out our tasks in the 
most intuitive manner possible.  This requires our 
computing systems to be “intelligent”. Most established 
systems out there are not really “intelligent”. They are 
essentially systems that carry out a fixed set of 
predetermined actions. These systems expect and rely on 
users to provide instructions. For example, when a user is 
preparing a table with metrics from an image of table, the 
user looks at the image, identifies the required table entry 
and types it out on a spreadsheet. If the system was 
intelligent, it should have ideally been able to identify the 
user intentions and then carry out the task after a few such 
iterations. Increasingly with the advent of Artificial 
Intelligence (Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Speech 
Recognition, Computer Vision, etc) technologies, they are 
beginning to embed “intelligence” into these systems. 
Automatic gesture recognition is at the forefront of this 
“intelligence” revolution. Automatic gesture recognition 
can be described as the non-verbal interaction from a user 
to the system. 

2. Input Sources for Gesture Recognition 

In this section we start with a gentle introduction to 
gestures and dive into the various types of input devices 
and sources used in gesture recognition systems. In the 
next section we look at the established applications, and a 
brief overview of the popular methods in the literature.  

 

Fig. 1 Stages of a Typical Gesture Recognition System. 
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Traditional gestures can be broadly classified into (i) static, 
in which the user orients in a fixed pose or configuration 
called as posture in [5], (ii) dynamic, in which a sequence 
of actions or postures together constitutes a gesture and 
(iii) both static and dynamic nature as seen in sign 
languages [4].This definition of gestures can be limited. 
We therefore extend it by including the electrical signals 
from the brain (BCI) and the skeletal muscles (EMG) as 
these signals do contain an intent which can be interpreted. 
We can break down a traditional gesture recognition 
system into the following parts [5].  
Input Source. This is governed by the available input 
devices like the type of cameras, sensors, data gloves, etc. 
We’ll take a closer look at these in the later part of this 
section.  
Data Acquisition. It defines the protocol in which the data 
collection happens. This is application dependent. This 
may also vary based on if the data is collected for offline 
training or real time gesture recognition. For example, in 
automated workout monitoring tools, a person may lose 
his form after going into the data collection process 
without fully rested. Hence it is crucial to establish the 
setup and protocol before acquiring data. 
Gesture Modelling. Then we carefully lay out what 
gestures need to identified, the exact specification for each 
of the gestures, and the metrics for evaluating the 
performance of the system.    
Gesture Recognition. Once all the above are defined, we 
need to identify the appropriate techniques and algorithms 
for gesture recognition. In the pre deep learning era, this 
includes feature extraction followed by a classification 
model. With deep learning, we can extract features jointly 
with the classification model. This has shown to do well 
over the traditional hand-crafted mechanisms. Because of 
the ubiquitous nature of gestures, the modalities of data 
one gets to work with in gesture recognition is very 
diverse. Hence making this field rich in the problem space 

and present a lot of opportunities to further advance the 
technology. The most critical aspect of a gesture 
recognition system is the data acquisition step. This is 
determined by the type of sensors used, the availability of 
different kinds of modalities of input data. High quality 
data acquisition governs the result of the system. Therefore, 
it is crucial to identify the exact requirements and then 
diligently choose the sensors and devices. We take a brief 
look at the common devices used for gesture recognition.  
RGB Camera. These are the most widely used devices for 
gesture recognition these days. These include 2D cameras 
for capturing images and videos. Various applications like 
hand gesture recognition, sign language, etc can be done. 
One of the drawbacks of this mode of cameras are the lack 
of depth perception which may be crucial for certain 
applications. 
Depth Aware Cameras. These type of cameras like time-
of-flight cameras or structured light have the ability to 
approximate an additional dimension of depth which is not 
easily obtained from 2D cameras [1, 33].  
Stereo Cameras. The key idea is to work with two 
different camerasin tandem with predetermined 
relationship between them. Using appropriate tools, one 
can obtain and estimate additional information like depth, 
3D contours etc. These approaches are being increasingly 
utilized in Machine Vision [30, 1] applications. 
Infrared Imaging Devices.  These cameras can operate in 
the absence of light. They provide a different view as 
compared to the regular 2D cameras. These are very useful 
for surveillance cameras as they can detect activity at night. 
There is an increasing trend to incorporate gesture 
recognition on infrared streams [29].  
WiFi sensing / Radio Signal Based Sensors. It is also 
known WLAN sensing and uses WiFi signals for detection 
and interpretation of event and activities. These signals 
have an added benefit that they can traverse through walls 

Fig. 1    Few famous consumer electronic devices(a) Leap Motion [41] (b) Microsoft Kinect [40] (c) Nintendo Wii [42]. 
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but reflect of humans. This can be used for activity 
recognition under occlusions [2, 32].  
Touch Screens. In the last several decades touch based 
systems have been of widespread use in the consumer 
electronics like smart phones, touch screen laptops, 
monitors, etc. There has been a lot of interest in Braille 
based typing for the specially-abled people [35]. There 
have been algorithmic improvements like Swype Typing 
[34] where the input was a path traversed by the user on 
the keypad. It builds on error correction algorithms and 
leverages a language model to identify the intended word. 
This enables users to type faster on edge devices.  
Data Gloves and Tracking Suits. Besides visual and 
depth inputs available from a variety of cameras and 
sensors, a rather different approach to gesture recognition 
arises from data gloves and tracking suits. There are 
specially crafted gloves / suits with embedded sensors that 
are capable of transmitting information like the position, 
orientation, etc, of various joints using sensors like 
accelerometer, gyroscope, inertial measurement units 
(IMU) etc. Using the information from these sensory 
inputs, we could discern the gestures more accurately. 
These are direct form of inputs that have a lot of potential 
to improve the recognition systems [36]. 

 

Fig. 3   Data Glove for Gesture Recognition [43]. 

 
 
Gaming Controllers. Traditionally, these controllers were 
meant as a way to communicate with the gaming system in 
a convenient way. However, there is an increasing body of 

research on how to make these controllers more natural 
and consequently enhance the realism of the games. Some 
of the popular controllers are Nintendo Wii, Sony 
PlayStation Eye, Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion, etc. 
Brain Computer Interface (BCI). BCI [37] has been one 
of the latest developments and a hot research area in the 
field of Human-Computer Interaction. The working 
principle of BCI is that there are distinguishable patterns in 
the neural responses based on one’s thoughts and actions. 
By picking up these electrical signals from various regions 
of the brain, we can detect and interpret them to take 
meaningful actions as required by the application. The 
most common source of input is the Electroencephalogram 
(EEG) which are the electrical signals picked up on the 
scalp. They can be worn as electrode caps, passive 
electrodes, etc. 
Electromyographic (EMG) Inputs. EMG is a technique 
by which one can analyze the electrical activity and 
response of the skeletal muscles. When a brain sends 
signals to the end effectors, a series of chemical reactions 
transfers information in the form of neural activity. By 
tapping the electricity arising from these signals, we can 
interpret them as commands from the brain to carry out a 
particular function. This form of input is garnering interest 
in building prosthetics that can be controlled by brain 
signals [38]. Myo wristbands are an established brand of 
controllers that rely on EMG signals. 

3. Gesture Recognition Systems 

In this section we take a deeper look at the current 
trends of gesture recognition systems. We highlight certain 
established applications of these systems and then provide 
an overview of the popular approaches to solve these 
problems.  

3.1 Hand Gesture Recognition 

Hand Gesture Recognition is probably the most well 
studied application of gesture recognition. This is because 
they can be very expressive and solved using commonly 
available cameras. The scope of hand gesture recognition 
includes various application avenues like sign language 
detection for the differently a bled users to communicate 
with systems, Gesture based control systems for remote 
applications like remote surgery, human-robot-interaction 
with hand-controlled gestures etc. There are different 
kinds of gestures [4]. They can be listed as follows: 

 
(i) Gesticulation. These are the spontaneous 

gestures that are accompanied by normal speech. The 
gestures are not necessarily required, but they can be 
looked at as add-ons that help improve the expressivity.  
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(ii) Language-like gestures. These are gestures that 
are similar to gesticulation but typically voluntary that can 
replace certain utterance. 

(iii) Pantomimes. These are gestures of certain 
actions or objects that may or may not have accompanying 
speech.  

(iv) Emblems. These are usually concretely. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Various types of gestures with increasing and decreasing 

properties [4]. 

(i)  Sign Languages. There are well defined rules 
and systems in place that enable people to communicate 
effectively without any accompanying speech. 
The commonly used algorithms and models for gesture 
recognition include traditional machine learning models 
like. 
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have been successfully 
leveraged for applications [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] like activity 
recognition, gesture recognition, speech recognition, etc. 
HMM is a probabilistic graphical model defined over a 
sequence. It is “hidden” as it includes are states that are 
not observed.  
Condensation Algorithm builds on the work of particle 
filtering. This has been shown to be an effective method 
for tracking motion of objects and can be applied for 
gesture tracking [59, 60]. 
Finite State Machines (FSM) are a computational 
abstraction that can be used to model the sequential logic 
of a system. They do find applications for gesture 
recognition [61, 62, 63] as a gesture can be viewed as a 
sequence of postures. Recently, with the popularity of 
deep learning models, the following architectures have 
also been leveraged successfully for gesture recognition.  
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been the 
powerhouse of computer vision tasks. In traditional image 
processing, one had to manually craft filters, however with 
CNNs, the filters are learnt jointly with the task which 

makes them very powerful. They have been successfully 
utilized in [64, 65, 68] for gesture recognition. 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) are the go-to approaches for 
modelling sequences in deep learning regime. They are 
powerful models with memory and have been shown to be 
useful for gesture recognition [66, 67, 68] along with 
CNNs. 
Hybrid Models like a combination of CNN and RNN / 
LSTMs are powerful models that can work well with 
sequential image data as seen withmodels like [67, 68]. 

3. 2 Lipreading Systems 

Lip reading is one of the essential cogs when it comes 
to visual speech recognition. Visual Speech recognition is 
at the intersection of Speech Recognition, Natural 
Language Processing and Computer Vision. It is the 
ability of the system to decipher the speech by attending to 
the motion of lips along with speech inputs.  
However, lipreading can also be done in the absence of 
any other audio cues.  Many a times, it may be difficult to 
decipher one’s speech because of loss of information while 
collecting the audio signals, noise in the collection process, 
mumbling or stammering at the end of the speaker, etc. 
Combining these with lip reading can enhance the quality 
of speech recognition. [69] is an extensive survey on deep 
learning-based methods for lip reading applications.  
It covers various methods starting from different types of 
CNN architectures to Attention-Transformers and 
Temporal CNNs. It dives deep into the details of the 
classification schema presented in Figure 6. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 3   Classification Schema as stated in [69]. 
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3.3 Eye Tracking Systems 
 

Recently there has been an interest in eye tracking 
systems for various applications like drowsy driver 
detection [6, 7] where they propose to take preventive 
measures to avoid road accidents and promote driver well-
being. [7] proposed InSight which is a cost-effective 
approach for driver fatigue and driver distraction detection 
that can work even in low light scenario.  

 

 
Their system is summarized in Figure 6. They 

artificially synthesize thermal images using GANs 
(Generative Adversarial Network) and additionally uses 
NIR (Near-IR) LED to illuminate under low light 
conditions. There has been interest in tracking the user 
gaze for intent identification [8].This area of research 
could potentially be targetted by advertisers to effectiviely 
gauge the user focus [70].  

3.4 Emotion Recognition Systems 

Often when predicting and forecasting what humans 
need and require, machine intelligence may provide a 
rational solution, however, given that the humans are 
emotional beings, the solution required may not 
necessarily be rational. Almost every aspect of human life 
is governed by emotions, even when it may seem irrational 
to do so. Therefore, it is essential to identify the emotions 
and cater the solution accordingly. This is where, 
automated emotion recognition has a lot of scope. Emotion 
recognition can be done in various forms, like video, 
image, speech, text, dialogue, etc. Few of the applications 
(not limited to) are Security / Preventive Measures can be 
installed in institutions like school, etc. to prevent potential 
violent outbreaks.  

Employee / Customer / User Satisfaction can be 
gauged by the emotion recognition systems. They help 
identify the response from the interacting with the systems, 
which in turn provides accurate  feedback to improve. 
Additional support to differently abled people to interpret 
the feelings and emotions of the people they interact with. 
Entertainment industry – There are several avenues like 
video game, multimedia movies, Virtual Reality (VR) / 
Augmented Reality (AR) based simulations / movies to 
identify how the users perceive and respond to certain 
kinds of stimuli.  
There are various kinds of emotions like Fear, Joy, Anger, 
Surprise, etc. Usually most of these emotions manifest as 
certain facial expressions. By detecting these differences 
in the facial expressions, we can reasonably detect human 
emotions. Refer Figure8 for additional details on the facial 
expressions and the associated human emotions.  

3.5 Human Pose Estimation Systems 

The goal of Human Pose Estimation is to identify and 
localize various parts of the body and construct a 
representation of the human body from various modalities 
of data. Images and videos were the primary sources of 
inputs. However, there has been an increasing trend in 
utilizing other sources of inputs like the data from Infrared 
Sensors, Radio Signals, Depth Sensors, etc.  
One of the key aspects of human pose estimation is to 

Fig. 7 InSight Approach for Driver Fatigue and Distraction Detection [7]. 

Figure 8: Manifestation of Human emotions into facial 
expressions [28, 26, 27] 

Fig. 9 A taxonomy of HPE as proposed in [9]. 
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identify and model the appropriate form of human body 
representation. There are three different kinds of human 
body representation [10].  
Kinematic model. In this model, the primary joints like 
the limbs, hip, head, etc, are detected and localized along 
with their orientations. They are also referred to as 
skeleton-based model [9] or the kinematic chain model 
[11]. 

 
Planar Model. Its an extension to the kinematic model in 
which there are bounding boxes along with the localization. 
These boxes are meant to serve as an approximation to the 
human body contours. They are also known as contour-
based models. 

Volumetric Model. It is the closest form of human body 
reconstruction. This representation captures the nuanced 
contours and can be easily extended to 3D. This form of 
representation can also capture depth information unlike 
the earlier two representations. Some of the popular 
models are Skinned Multi-Person Linear (SMPL) [12], 
Dynamic Human Shape in Motion (DYNA) [13], Stitched 
Puppet Model [14], Frankenstein & Adam: The 
Frankenstein model [15], GHUM and its light variant 
GHUML(ite) [16]. 
Chen et. al. [9] has summarized various approaches under 
a taxonomy as described in Fig. 2.  They broadly classify 
the models under 2D HPE and 3D HPE. Under each of 
these categories, they make a distinction between 
estimation of single and multiple persons jointly. We 
summarize the popular 2D HPE [9] methods below. 

 Regression based methods primarily include (i) Direct 
Prediction [17] (ii) Supervision Improvement [22, 
23,24,25] (iii) Multi-Task [18, 19,20,21]. 

 Detection based methods include Patch Based [71], 
Temporal Constraint based [72], Network Compression 
based [73], Network design based [74], Body Structure 
Constraint [75]methods-based approaches. 

 Top-Down methods comprises of coarse-to-fine [76], 
bounding-box refinements [77] etc. 

 Bottom-Up methods consists of approaches like DeepCut 
[78], Deeper Cut [79], etc. 
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in pose 
estimation using inputs beyond the traditional images and 
videos. [31] Rao et. al. proposes to use Microsoft Kinect 
Sensor to track 3D skeletal information for physiotherapy 

sessions. They leverage DWT (Discrete Wavelet 
Transform) coefficients in conjunction with LSTM (Long-
Short Term Memory) units to identify the exercise. They 
also introduce a fidelity score to monitor the quality of the 
exercises performed with respect to a set of “ideal” 
instances. [2] Zhao et. al. presents a unique approach for 

Fig. 11 A Brain Computer Interface System [37]. 

Fig. 10  Three Models of Human Body Representation [10]. 
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human pose estimation. Their approach can detect human 
poses accurately throughs walls and occlusions using  
Radio Signals. They leverage the fact that WiFi signals 
traverse through walls and can reflect off humans. 

3.6 Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) Systems 

BCI is a way in which one can control systems using 
signals   from the brain. This is akin to controlling the 
system with your thoughts. This may not be too far away 
in the future. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a common 
way to quantify electrical activity of the brain. EEG is a 
non-invasive technique in which electrodes are placed on 
the scalp and does not require any form of surgery. 
Electrocorticography (ECoG) is an invasive form of EEG, 
in which electrodes are implanted in the exposed surface 
of the brain. This acquisition technique is also referred to 
as intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG). The most 
invasive form of acquisition is the deep brain recording in 
which a micro-electrode is placed deep inside the brain. 
The quality of recordings is commensurate with degree of 
invasiveness.  Beyond BCI, EEG based predictive models 
are being used for healthcare. Sleep stage classification 
using automated algorithms help reducing the time 
required to manually evaluate the sleep stages by experts. 
The brain waves contain latent information about sleep 
patterns that often indicate underlying sleep disorders. 
This enables faster diagnosis of sleep disorders. EEG set 
ups are usually much cheaper than other forms of neuronal 
signal acquisition methods and does not require any form 
of surgery, they are a convenient way to analyze brain 
patterns. An electrode recording activity forms an EEG 
channel. Typical EEG systems comprises from a single 
channel to 256 channels. There are different kind of brain 
signals  [37] (i) Event Related Potential (ii) Evoked Brain 
Potential (iii) Sensorimotor Rhythms (SMRs) (iv) Slow 
Corticol Potential (SCP). Quite often the signals are 
affected by other artifacts such as the blinking of the eye, 
arbitrary muscle moments, etc. These manifest as noise 
during the signal acquistion process. Hence feature 
extraction techniques should be able to minimize the effect 
of noise. The common feature extraction techniques for 
EEG based signals are : 
- Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) [44] – It is filter that 
operates in spatial domain and tries to maximise the 
variance in the filtered brain signal. 
- Principal Component Analysis (PCA) – It is one of the 
most popular dimension reduction algorithms. It has been 
shown to be useful for BCI based applications like in [45, 
46]. 
-Independent Component Analysis (ICA) – ICA is one 
of the computational approaches to separate  multivariate 
signal / mixed signal into independent sources or 
subcomponents. It is used for blind sources seperation. 

There are a lot of works that build on ICA for BCI 
applications [48, 49, 50, 51]. 
- Wavelet Transform. It is similar to Fourier transform 
(or much more to the windowed Fourier transform) with a 
completely different merit function. The main difference is 
that Fourier transform decomposes the signal into sines 
and cosines, i.e.  
The functions localized in Fourier space in contrary the 
wavelet transform uses functions that are localized in both 
the real and Fourier space. Some of the works that 
leverage wavelet tranforms are [52, 53, 54]. 

4. Conclusion  

In this work, we covered a very broad set of the areas 
at the intersection of human-machine interaction and 
automated gesture recognition. It was meant to provide the 
reader with a broader picture of the current state of 
research and applications with a brief technical treatment 
of the popular methods. We extended the definition of 
gestures to increase the scope of applications in BCI and 
EMG based approaches. As described throughout this 
work, we see the tremendous potential of having systems 
that we as users can interact with in an intuitive manner. 
This can make the interaction between humans and 
machine more convenient and efficient. There is a lot of 
untapped potential on improving accessibility for the 
specially abled people like sign language understanding, 
lip reading, braille based touch systems, BCI and EMG 
based prosthetics etc. Many have forecasted that with the 
time to come, the humans and machines will work together 
in an entwined fashion. There is always the flipside to 
most technological advancement. As the presence of 
machines in our lives are going to be immense, it presents 
many challenges. How can we ensure that the devices we 
build are safe and does not affect the physical and mental 
wellbeing of the user? There are a lot of studies 
highlighting the negative effects on one’s mental health 
surrounding social media usage. The more we rely on 
machines, the higher the impact when something goes 
wrong. Can we ensure a secure way to communicate? 
Technologies like EMG can control the limbs of a user. 
What if this system is compromised to negative actors? As 
most of the methods and algorithms are based on Machine 
Learning and Deep Learning, they require a lot of data to 
train the model. Can there be a privacy related concerns 
with data. There will be many ethical and moral questions 
posed.  Is there a place we can draw a line? 
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